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Saturn Returns
Notes from the 11th House by Joyce Hopewell
On 8th June 2012, the Astrological Psychology 29th birthday! The APA’s natal and nodal Age Points (AP’s)
Association turned 29. The decision to establish are both in the 5th house of relationships (a reflection of that
a school in the UK, to teach the Huber rare Venus transit perhaps?). The natal AP squares the Moon,
Method and make it available to the English- stimulating contact and feelings; the nodal AP squares Saturn
speaking world, was made on 8th June 1983 at 12.30 BST conjunct Pluto. Aha…..here we are again with the Saturnian
in London. We thank founder Richard Llewellyn who, along theme. The nodal AP, as it focuses on the planet concerned,
with American astrologer Pam Tyler, made the decision on that brings out qualities and behaviour which might otherwise
day, at that time and in that place. It means that 29 years later, remain dormant. Specific demands from the environment can
not only do we have first rate courses, books and tutors who be experienced. For APA, a new structure for organising our
teach this method worldwide, we also have a large number of courses is underway (page 6).
Now let’s turn all this inside out and view it from a human
Diploma graduates throughout the world. And we have our
perspective rather than
founding chart to refer
leave it as a purely
to at this point in time
analytical look at a chart.
(page 3).
Our school, APA – an
29 years marks the
entity, a “body” (it is
first Saturn return.
a body of people and
Saturn arrives back at the
that’s you) – is 29. It’s
place where it was when
growing up, coming
the chart was initially set
of age and reinventing
up, regardless of whether
itself. Its motivation is
it was for the birth of a
both mutable and linear
person or the founding
and it’s going through
of an organisation. The
this period of change
first Saturn return may
in order to adapt to
be regarded by some as
and meet the needs of
a rather fearful event. In
you our students and
reality it’s a staging post
members. At 29, its AP
along the way where
“Transformation”
is in the 5th house where
we may be confronted
relating is the overriding
by one of life’s first big
theme, and its current AP is aspecting the Moon way up in the
challenges.
It was with interest, then, that I looked at the APA 9th house of higher learning. Could that be you, the students
founding chart in the light of the changes that are taking place and members? Its Sun/sense of self sits high in the chart but
within the organisation, and which you’ll read about in this has just been transited by Venus, the planet associated with
issue of Conjunction. Hmmm, I thought – Saturn returns, but relationships of all kinds, so it’s maybe just a bit more aware of
Jupiter cycles – now, which one sounds more fun? Initially, making any changes in a sympathetic and sensitive way. And
maybe not Saturn! But when we consider its positive qualities APA has just had its birthday and solar return, which is an
of consolidation and steadfastness plus its expression at the excellent place to set out from when making a new start based
highest level as a wise mentor, then a Saturn return can have a on a solid foundation.
I return to my copy of The Four Quartets by T.S.Eliot to
lot going for it. In the case of APA, Saturn right now is edging
close to the Saturn/Pluto conjunction in the APA chart, and sum up my thoughts about the APA chart and not just its Saturn
this suggests transformation too. The way our courses are return, but the opportunities that change, transformation and
presented for students will be different as we move with the new beginnings can bring:
rapidly changing world around us.
And the end of all our exploring
As I write this, Venus in Gemini has just completed a
Will be to arrive where we started
transit of the Sun. So in our 29 year-old APA chart with its
Gemini Sun not only do we have a Saturn return, we also have
And know the place for the first time.
a Solar return and a rare transit to go with it. That is some
From Little Gidding, part 5.

CONGRATULATIONS!
The following students have successfully completed their studies:

Foundation Course ‘B’
Cheryl Doucette (USA)
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Foundation of API(UK)
08.06.1983, 12:30, London

News
Aspect Patterns in Colour:
Now on Kindle
The colour book Aspect Patterns in Colour,
by Joyce Hopewell, is now available on
Amazon’s popular Kindle ebook reader.
This means that this book can be read
in full colour on personal computers,
laptops and tablets such as Kindle Fire
and iPad – so all the aspect figures and example charts
can be seen in their correct colours. Of course, it will
appear in greyscale on non-colour readers such as the
original Kindle.
As part of the conversion to ebook, full ‘clickable’
indexes are included, both alphabetical and pictorial,
making it easy to use as a reference for particular aspect
figures that you may come across.
If you go to the Amazon website you can ‘click inside’
to preview part of the book.

Venus in the News
Venus has been particularly
noticeable in the evening
sky this spring, and Abigail
Hopewell took this photo
of its conjunction with the
Moon on her phone.

The Cosmic Egg Timer
in Colour: also on Kindle
One of the key features of astrological
psychology is the use of colour in the
birth chart, so it is good to see a colour
version of the popular introduction The
Cosmic Egg Timer now available as a
Kindle ebook under the title The Cosmic Egg Timer in
Colour.

Birth Charts on Phone or Tablet
Did you know that many modern
smart phones and tablet computers
include a web browser. This means
that you can bring up a birth chart
on your phone/tablet using the ‘free
birth chart’ facility provided by
Cathar Software via our website www.
astrologicalpsychology.org.
On June 6th came
the rare transit of Venus
across the surface of the
Sun, the last such transit
until the year 2117. The
transits occur in relatively
close pairs, the first of the
current pair was in 2004.

2004 Venus Transit
from www.space.com
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Joan Swallow 1929-2012
We were sorry to hear of the death
of Joan Swallow on 14th April 2012.
Joan was very much involved in
the early days of the English Huber
School, and here are some thoughts
from those who knew her.

Sad to say I rather lost touch with Joan after I left Devon
some 17 years ago so my memories are dimmed. However,
a few years back she and Reyn did pay us an over-night
visit on one of their annual trips to meet up with friends
in Yorkshire and that was a fun evening which was typical
of Joan who made light of any impairments resulting
from her stroke. And I guess many of my memories
of Joan are of those happy times with a wonderful fun
loving person in their home in Culmstock where they
kindly acted as hosts for many a School Council meeting
and always entertained us with great warmth.
But Joan was also very much the professional woman
and a key element in The Centre for Transpersonal
Psychology. I first met Joan when she was giving a talk on
this subject at Dartington, and she opened her talk by
saying how nervous she felt and I remember that made
me feel nervous for her! But I need not have worried,
though it did teach me a valuable lesson about public
speaking!
Although that was way back when I was engaged in
writing the Manuals for the school I cannot remember

Extract from the Eulogy by Joan’s daughter
Catherine
Joan had a deep interest in the stars and, later, in
astrology. She loved the stories that had been told for
thousands of years about the skies and the stars and
when she lived in Malaya she wrote a series of articles
for The Malay Mail under the pseudonym "Aldebaran".
Aldebaran is a red giant star in the constellation of
Taurus. The ancient Arabic name means "the Follower"
as this bright star appears to follow the Pleiades across
the sky. I wonder what made her choose that name.
[More than forty years later, after her stroke, Joan
found her original newspaper clippings, typescripts
and manuscript notes. It was a treasure trove of a find.
Over the next months she carefully and laboriously
copied every one of them into a series of notebooks, so
as to preserve them. See extract on page 17.]
Later she became interested in astrology. She did
not believe in horoscopes as accurate predictors of the
near future, rather she believed that the energy pattern
in the universe at the moment of one's first breath had
significant influence on one's character, behaviour and
choices.
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Joan is on the front row next to Louise Huber
in this photo of tutors from the early 1990s
exactly how she and Reyn then became involved with that
process, but they both used to drive all the way to Totnes
when we held our meetings to discuss the progress of the
task in hand. Reyn gradually began to take over as an
excellent chair and bring order at our gatherings whilst
Joan’s wisdom and expertise were an invaluable input to
the work in hand and she also wrote the lessons on the
psychology of colour, which as anybody involved with
the Huber’s approach will know is such an important
element. They both remained attached to the work of
the school and remained on the school Council for many
years.
So although I have had little physical contact with
Joan for ages she has always been around for me and I
will never forget that lovely smiling face which I can so
clearly see whilst I’m writing this.
Richard Llewellyn
She read widely –- she had all 14 volumes of Jung
in her library – and became a champion of astrological
psychology in the early days of the Huber School
during the 1980s, bringing her wealth of knowledge
and insight to astrology, mythology and transpersonal
psychology. In those days horoscopes were handdrawn, taking several hours to prepare and Joan's were
works of art.
Meanwhile both my parents had begun to be deeply
interested in transpersonal psychology and as their
experience and expertise grew, they began to run their
own workshops, in both London and Culmstock. In
those days this seemed a very mysterious activity to me.
I wish I'd been able to attend one of these workshops as
I can only guess at what went on. I do know that they
were life-transforming for many people.
One of the very special things that they ran was
something called "Upaya". This was a game that lasted
the whole weekend. Those attending would stay in
Culmstock, arriving on Friday evening and leaving
on Sunday afternoon. Joan designed the game herself,
using cards and symbols, pieces of crystal and other
little objects. She was quite an artist and the cards are
full of colour with her beautiful writing.

I first heard Joan Swallow speak at an Astrological
Association conference in 1985 when I was drawn to
study with API as it then was called, but was still dithering.
Joan’s talk was called “The Spiral Journey”, and I recall that
it had the intriguing sub-title of “A circumambulation of
the birth chart”. I remember being enthralled by Joan’s
story-telling. She took us on a wonderful, imaginative
journey around the 12 Zodiac Signs, speaking quietly in
her very attractive voice. There was not a sound in the
lecture theatre as her audience was rapt.
At the time, I’d not realised that Joan was one of the
core group of astrologers, counsellors and psychologists
who were instrumental in helping and supporting
Richard Llewellyn in forming API UK. I’d enrolled as
a Diploma student by January 1986, and later that year
attended one of the 3 obligatory training workshops, at
Joan and Reyn Swallow’s home Bridge House in Devon.
Joan was co-facilitating along with Jonathan Powell,
another API tutor. This workshop stands out in my
mind. I was still a bit of a rookie as far as astrological
psychology was concerned, and I was slightly in awe of
Joan, having heard her speak so eloquently. But she put
everyone at ease and made us all very welcome. I loved
the house: it was crammed full of books and there was an
elegant grand piano in our group room. We were invited
to use different areas of the house and garden to work
in small groups and I learned a lot. In retrospect, Joan
was influential at that point in time in setting me more
firmly on my way, and I’m very grateful that I had many
subsequent opportunities to get to know her better and to
stay at Bridge House when they hosted Tutor Meetings.
Joan was an excellent astrologer and an experienced
counsellor, teacher and tutor. She was fair to her students
and sensitive to their needs. Joan was someone I could
go to for advice when I was tutoring and was Principal of
API; that advice was always sound and well-considered.
Our paths often coincided at Astrological Association
conferences, and it was at one of these that I realised Joan
had a very wicked sense of humour. When I stayed at
Bridge House we would talk astrology, but many other

things besides. It was from Joan that I learned of the
durian fruit, which both she and Reyn knew from having
lived in Malaya. Although I’ve never encountered one,
she assured me I’d know about it as it smells disgusting
and the odour can be picked up from some distance
away. Joan was also a singer. She sang as an alto in her
local choral society, with Reyn singing bass. They were
performing Verdi’s Requiem on one of the weekends of an
API Tutor meeting at Bridge House, and both “dressed

I knew Joan through Centre for Transpersonal Psychology
rather than Huber Astrology, although she was the
first person who told me about it, bubbling over with
enthusiasm as she always did. In the early 1980s,
when I had just completed my Faculty Diploma but
felt unmotivated and unready to practise astrology
professionally, and as if I was only just beginning to
discover myself,
I did a string of workshops at CTP and Wrekin Trust.
Joan and Reyn were facilitators at one or more of the five
initatory transpersonal psychology workshops, with Ian
Gordon-Brown and Barbara Somers. Then I did a oneday event on mythology with Joan, and she was brilliant.
That was in 1983, when she had just got into Huber
astrology and was eulogizing about it in the break.

In 1985, a friend and I went down to Devon to play
the game of Upaya facilitated by Joan. We stayed at a
farmhouse nearby, and enjoyed her excellent hospitality.
It was an amazing weekend, where my then partner
Michael was intuitively brilliant, reaching the rainbow
bridge, whereas I lost my way, getting stuck in a thicket,
and looked forward to the evening meal where we could
relax over a few drinks, which we did! Joan was a brilliant
hostess, who could balance intensive transpersonal
journeys with the need to just let go and relax. It was so
sad that the next time we met at a CTP book launch she
was in a wheelchair, somewhat incapacitated by stroke
and heart problems.
Sue Lewis

for dinner” in black and white choir outfits to eat with
us before going off to sing. Some of us went to the
performance, and I especially listened out for the “creepy,
spooky bits” which Joan said she enjoyed best in this
piece. I’ve since sung it myself and know what she meant.
Joan re-ignited my interest in myths when I attended
one of her story-telling evenings, this one focussing on
the sign Scorpio. I gained a lot of new insights into this
sign as Joan shared her wisdom and enthusiasm with
the group. In the smallest room in Bridge House there
was a certificate, made for her by a friend, proclaiming
that Joan was a WOW. I’d come to the conclusion that
she was a pretty special person anyway, but she said she
thought that WOW stood for “Wise Woman”, and to
forget what the “O” might be for. Joan was never old
in heart and mind, but she certainly was very wise. I’m
richer for knowing her.
Joyce Hopewell
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APA Course Changes
A number of changes are being made to simplify the
delivery of APA courses from July 2012.
For newly enrolling students, on both Foundation
and Diploma Courses, delivery of course manuals will
be by email as ‘pdf ’ files. This will enable us to greatly
simplify the administration of new enrolments,
avoiding the need to centrally print, package and
send out manuals. The student can choose to either
study ‘on screen’ or print out the manuals for
themselves. As many of our new enrolments are now
from overseas, this will enable a much more speedy
response to receipt of the initial enrolment form,
as well as a reduction in the postage costs presently
charged.
At the same time, the Assessment Fees for the
special Assessed Assignments at the end of Diploma
Modules 2,4,6, and for the end-of-course Assignment
at the end of Module 8, will be incorporated into the
fee for the appropriate Module, or into the fee for the
full course for those who choose to pay for the whole
course ‘up front’.
In addition, from September 2012, the Course
Administration role will move from David Kerr to
Ghislaine Adams.
Here are the answers to some obvious questions.
Does this affect existing Foundation Course
students?
No.
How will this affect existing Diploma Course
students?
Those who have already paid for the whole course
and received their manuals on paper will still need to
pay the additional fees for the Assessed Assignments
at the end of Modules 2,4,6 and 8.
Those who are enrolling Module by Module will
be included into the new scheme from their next
Module enrolment, so will receive their next Modules
by email as ‘pdf ’, and the increased fees for Modules
2,4,6,8 will apply. Please make sure to use the new
‘Diploma Continuation Enrolment Form’ available
on the APA website.
If this is likely to cause any problems for you, please
consult with your tutor or Course Administration as
appropriate.
Is this an excuse to raise the price of APA’s courses,
or will they reduce because manuals are no longer
being printed?
The prices for APA courses have not changed for a
number of years and remain unchanged, apart from
incorporation of Assessment Fees into Module/
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Course fees. The reduction in APA costs due to
not printing manuals will enable us to continue to
maintain prices at the same levels despite ongoing
inflationary costs and significant increases in postal
charges.
How many ‘pdf ’ files will I receive and how big
are they?
Each Foundation Course comprises a single ‘pdf ’ file.
Each Diploma Course Module comprises a single
‘pdf ’ file.
The sizes of the files vary, but are normally a few
megabytes, which is easily handled by modern email
and broadband systems.
What will happen if I use an old Enrolment Form?
Depending on where we are in the changeover
process, this may be accepted in the ‘old’ way, or
Course Administration may get back to you and
negotiate a resolution where needed.
How will I know who to contact as Course
Administration?
As always, your first point of contact is your tutor. If
you do need to contact Course Administration you
can find contact details on the APA website www.
astrologicalpsychology.org, or simply email course.
enquiries@astrologicalpsychology.org

David Kerr
We should not let this moment
pass without expressing our
thanks and gratitude to David
Kerr, who has performed the
role of Course Administration
for all students since our organisation became an
Association in 2003, in addition to his other roles
as tutor, trustee and Company Secretary – a long
period of exemplary service.

David speaks at the APA conference 2005

The Planets and the 72 oz steak
Could you eat a 72 oz (that’s
4.5 lbs or 2.04 kg) steak? The
challenge to eat one is taken
up daily at the Big Texan
Steak Ranch in Amarillo.
While I was having a very
good Caesar Salad in this
busy restaurant, three men took up the challenge to eat
a 72 oz steak in an hour or less. If they ate it, they would
get the meal for free… if they failed they would foot the
bill of $72. Those who rise to this challenge have to eat
not only the steak, but all the side dishes: a large baked
potato, a shrimp cocktail (for “shrimp” in the southern
United States read “very large prawn”), a salad and a
roll and butter. Each diner sits at a raised table lit with
overhead lights so they can be seen, and behind them are
digital timers ticking off the minutes. A bucket is placed
on the floor by each diner in case of illness.

As time went on, it became clear that the two younger
men were struggling to eat such a
huge meal, but the older man just
tucked in, got on with it, and ate the
lot on 50 minutes. Both younger men
timed out and one of them could
hardly walk when he left the table.
This unusual scenario set me musing
about which personal planets might
be involved in such a challenge.
Mars is an obvious candidate for rising to the challenge
and feeding on a large quantity of red meat, perhaps even
more so in Texas where men are traditionally expected to
be tough. Venus probably doesn’t get much of a look in,
although this planet is associated with the intake of food.
I doubt there was a great deal of pleasure taken in the
eating though, as the competitive drive of Mars would
be uppermost.
Jupiter may have had some part to play - the perception
the diners had of themselves (realistic or otherwise) and
their ability to finish the meal could be involved. There
was also a sense of taking a risk here, stepping outside of
normal boundaries, getting a new experience, or maybe
hoping they would just get lucky and finish in time.
Expansion, too, comes into this. Stomachs would have
to stretch and work overtime. Jupiter also suggests excess.
To me it seems plain greedy to eat such a huge meal, and

if it is finished, then the diner will be well and truly sated
(or stuffed, to put it more crudely).
Which brings me to Saturn. The steak-eating
challenge undoubtedly involves the physical body
with its limitations set alongside its capacity to cope
with and digest such a large amount of food. There are
other physical systems which would be under pressure
during the challenge too, such as the heart/circulatory
system (didn’t Elvis die after eating a huge burger?).
Psychologically the diner would be best placed if they
had a good knowledge and understanding of their own
body and its limitations, which is why I think the older
man did better than the two younger men. Saturn would
ensure the body was kept within safe limits. And of course
in this situation Saturn is ever-present in the digital clock
ticking off the minutes; the element of time is involved,
itself a boundary.
Lastly to the Sun, the sense of self we get through
our ability to use the mind and the will. The Sun has
to play a central role here, from the decision to take on
the challenge in the first place to the staying power and
use of the strong will to get through such a huge platter.
The Sun is concerned with achieving goals. It harnesses
cardinal energy and helps us to assert our individuality.
It fires up Mars, an essential co-pilot in this particular
enterprise.
It’s mainly men who take up this challenge, but the
records claim a 69 year-old grandmother has managed it,
as has an 11 year-old boy.
Joyce Hopewell
See Joyce’s astrological psychology blog at
http://joycehopewell.blogspot.com

Pathological Gamblers and Astrology
We have received an article submission from Dr MG
Sharma Ph.D. Assistant Professor of Psychology, Sri
Agrasen Kanya P.G College, Parmanandpur, Varanasi on
the subject of “Treatment of Pathological Gamblers by
Astrology, Meditation and Psychotherapy.”
The aim of this scientific study was to see the effect
of astrotherapy, psychotherapy, and meditation on
pathological gamblers. Groups of 55 experimental
(treated) and 55 control (untreated) pathological
gamblers were evaluated.
The astrotherapy part of the treatment consisted of
procedures that appear to be specific to Indian astrology
and would be of little interest to practitioners of
astrological psychology out of context. So your editor
decided not to publish the article, but to include this
small piece to make you aware that such research is being
done.
The results appear to show a positive impact on the
treated subjects, although there is no conclusion on what
might have been the contribution of the different parts
of the therapy.
Anyone interested in seeing a copy of the article
should contact editor@astrologicalpsychology.org.
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Contacts and Resources
APA Officers
Course Administration
David Kerr*
01479 831374

david.kerr@astrologicalpsychology.org

Bookshop
Linda Tinsley
01704 544652
lucindatinsley@talktalk.net

Chart Data Service
Richard Llewellyn
0151-606-8551
r.llewellyn@btinternet.com

Principal Emeritus
Joyce Hopewell
01565-633829
api.principal@zen.co.uk

Publications
Barry Hopewell*
01565-633829
barry.hopewell@zen.co.uk

Computer Software
Elly Gibbs
0151-677-0779
software.huber@btinternet.com

Course Enquiries
David Kerr*
01479 831374

Web Master
Jane Brooks
0161-221-2224
jane@astrologicalpsychology.org

Conjunction Editor
Barry Hopewell*
01565 633829
editor@astrologicalpsychology.org

Treasurer
Sue Parker*
01492 513024.
suellysfaen@talktalk.net

Membership
Trish Crawford
01559 370931

course.enquiries@astrologicalpsychology.org

membership@astrologicalpsychology.org

Trustees are indicated by *. For details of tutors see www.astrologicalpsychology.org

ASTROLOGICAL SOFTWARE

Resources

APA BOOKSHOP
On-line Bookshop at

www.astrologicalpsychology.org
books, booklets, CD’s, audio tapes
related to the Hubers and astrological psychology
10% discount to APA members
For details of new and second-hand books and learning material
please contact Linda Tinsley for a current catalogue.
70 Kensington Road, Southport, PR9 0RY
tel: +44(0)1704-544652
email: lucindatinsley@talktalk.net

Aspect Patterns in Colour
by Joyce Hopewell

At last, a colour book in English featuring aspect
patterns and inner motivation, with examples.
The individual aspect figures from
Aspect Pattern Astrology are fully
illustrated in colour. The meaning is
given for each individual aspect figure,
together with an example chart and
interpretation.
Available from APA Bookshop

ASTRO CORA, MEGASTAR, REGULUS,
REGULUS LIGHT
& Special Student Edition – Regulus API(UK)
Advice and software on CD:
Elly Gibbs, Huber Software Distribution
27 Lombardy Ave, Wirral CH49 3AE, UK
Tel: +44(0)151-677-0779.
email: software.huber@btinternet.com
Software download:
www.catharsoftware.com

HUBER CHART
DATA SERVICE
A comprehensive range of data & charts
on paper or acetate produced to a very
high standard using Megastar Software
Contact Richard Llewellyn, Huber Chart Data Service,
27 Lombardy Ave., Wirral CH49 3AE, UK
Tel: 0151-606-8551
email: r.llewellyn@btinternet.com

Natal House & Node Charts + Click – Integration
Dynamic Quadrants –Transits – Progressions
– Personal Rays – Relationship Charts …

Visit the APA website at www.astrologicalpsychology.org
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The Three Classical Intelligence Planets
Saturn, Mercury and Jupiter
by Bruno Huber
In this abridged extract from the book Astrological Psychosynthesis, Bruno outlines the role of these
three classical planets as aspects of intelligence.

Saturn – memory
Saturn accretes matter, it limits, crystallizes and contracts,
unlike the Sun, which is expansive, vitalizing and
outgoing. Since Saturn symbolizes all solidifying energies,
it will gather information, and then soon concentrate and
consolidate it; it is our memory.
Memory is an important function of our mental
make-up. Without it we’d always forget things, and
could not draw on them when needed. New learning
almost invariably builds on previously laid foundations,
stored in memory awaiting recall. People with a strong
Saturn tend to live in the past, are conservative and staid
in their habits, and often strike us as being rather too
solid. They hanker after the good old days, and tend to
mistrust anything new, because they can’t fit it into their
old pattern-structure.

Mercury – correlator
Unfortunately Mercury is much overrated nowadays, and
shouldn’t really be valued more than Saturn. He merely
stands for a different type of intelligence.
Mercury is the principle of information. He rejoices
in verbalizing, and deftly deals with abstract concepts.
People with a strong Mercury love to collect information,
the more the better, and to be able to pass it on.
Usually strongly mercurial people prefer just to deliver
information, not to work with it themselves, rather like a
postman. And they don’t actually ask themselves whether
this information is important or unimportant, valuable or
worthless. They just like to share an item of news, a fact,
or an idea, without bothering unduly about its intrinsic
worth. But if they do work with their information then
they may tend to embellish it, ad infinitum.
But this embellishing is not really a creative process,
just variations on an old theme. We have to be clear about
this distinction. Mercury himself does not engage in
creative activities, he by choice specializes in transferring
knowledge. It is his specific function to present knowledge
in such a way that it is clear, unambiguous, and easy to
grasp. That’s why he rejoices in linguistic acuity. Of course
all people to some degree have the power to communicate.
We can all pick up thoughts and pass them on to others,
such as jokes we’ve heard and then repeat to our friends.
Humour often implies the skilful use of words.

Saturn and Mercury – memory and correlating
The definition of an academic type of intelligence is the
ability to grasp, to memorize and to correlate knowledge
which is deemed important by the establishment. A

fount of knowledge, quickly and easily accessible, a
facility to bring together related facts and integrate them
systematically to arrive at logical conclusions, these are
the hallmark of an educated person, the pride of our
educational system.
Many a doctoral thesis contains little or no original
thought. It consists of book learning suitably rearranged,
and quotations which are dressed up and padded out—
true synthesis of the scholar’s own and other people’s
knowledge, but devoid of original contributions.

Jupiter – sensing, perceiving, understanding
The added qualities symbolized by Jupiter are needed
before we can talk about a healthy and well-balanced
intelligence. Jupiter brings a touch of reality, and controls
our sensory apparatus. He is the sum total of our five
organs of sensory perception: hearing, sight, taste, smell
and touch.
A well-placed Jupiter will enable us to make the most
intelligent use of all sensory input. If we are keenly alert
to any clues proffered by the outside world, then we are
in a position to react to them quickly, and to turn them
to our best advantage. Then we gain the reputation of
being lucky. In the olden days Jupiter was always called
the Greater Benefic, the planet which bestows luck. He
doesn’t bother to put insights into words, he straight
away translates them, reflex-fashion, into direct actions
and reactions. And he encourages us to widen the scope
of our intelligence by adding the fruits of our own
observations and conclusions to mere learned knowledge.
Being told that a house is made of stone is quite a different
matter from actually seeing and touching it. Then we can
experience the nature of stone for ourselves. Theory is
underpinned by personal experience, and our perception
becomes more real and alive.
Personal observation using our senses can tell us what’s
going on in the world around us, for instance whether an
object is large or small. It is the function of our sensory
organs to keep us informed about our surroundings,
and to adapt our responses accordingly. Here it is
important to stress the difference between assessment
and evaluation. It is easy to assess the difference between
gold and wood. But it would of course be foolish to then
pronounce a value judgement, and to declare that gold
is invariably better than wood because it lasts longer, is
rarer, and therefore more expensive, and valuable. Clearly
a more appropriate evaluation would establish that gold
is the right and proper material for some purposes but
quite unsuitable for others. Right assessment depends
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on the typically jupiterian ability to note the relative
appropriateness and usefulness of an article or situation:
the right response for the right situation. We can employ
these qualities with our five senses to explore for ourselves
situations which confront us. This will fully engage our
conscious mind and senses, and will liberate us from a
dependency on other people’s judgement.
Unfortunately our educational system does not as a
rule encourage us to make up our own minds. Instead we
are pressed to develop mercurial attributes. And the same
goes for a great many home backgrounds, where our own
opinions often are not welcome. Children who draw their
own conclusions based on their own observations and
then voice them during a discussion by grown-ups are
often reprimanded for this intrusion. This doesn’t foster
independent thinking. When this process continues over
a period of time, many children’s enthusiasm and will to
use their own observations and judgement slowly becomes
irrevocably thwarted and then atrophies altogether.

Saturn, Mercury and Jupiter combined
For a well-functioning intelligence we need:
Å the ability to observe and comprehend, perceive,
assess and evaluate;
Â the ability to combine our memory bank with our
own observations, to arrive at logical and appropriate
conclusions, to communicate and to correlate, to
strive towards synthesis;
Æ the ability to retain and to store for recall our
knowledge and observations.
Our intelligence depends on a synthesis of these three
basic functions. With these we can collect data, especially
those which yield information about the physical
attributes of our surroundings, and combine them in
new and creative ways. With these we can become aware
of subtle differences, shades of meaning, and arrive at
new and valid conclusions.
Obviously there is always the danger that one of these
three planets could try to assume a dominant role over
the other two. Mercury’s tendency to collect and collate
needs the guiding framework of a value system. Without
this, Mercury acts like a small-time grocer who sells just
about everything in his shop, from diamond rings to
shoe laces, but offers it all at unit price. This is of course
senseless. Such people have to learn to make conscious
use of the qualities of Saturn and Jupiter, to give meaning
to their countless bits of information.
Another danger is that we allow ourselves to be
ruled by memory. Saturn, in charge of memory, has
the tendency to judge everything new by old standards.
When confronted by a novel situation he’ll invariably try
to see whether it can possibly be made to fit in with an
established thinking‑pattern – like a tramline, thinking
in predetermined grooves. And if he can’t find such
a reassuring pigeonhole, he’ll start to feel insecure and
make mistakes – maybe only small mistakes for a start,
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but they can accumulate, and end up as big mistakes
which produce unwelcome results. It is truly dangerous
to judge the present solely by past conditioning.
These people have to learn not always to rely on their
saturnian preconceived notions, but to make instead a
conscious effort to utilize the jovian qualities of openmindedness. They must make up their minds to face
the fact that some new situations really will require new
responses, Saturn notwithstanding.
Needless to say, Jupiter carries his own set of
dangers. Some people tend to live exclusively in the here
and now, relying entirely on immediate impressions
and spontaneous reactions. Thus they won’t learn by
experience, and won’t make the effort to think around
their problems. They are buffeted by the vagaries of life,
seeming driven by fate from one happening to another.
They are unable to settle down to anything requiring any
kind of discipline, being artless or shiftless, like the tramp
who sleeps rough, like the proverbial traveller. There are
quite a few others living within society who lack the
steadying influence of roots and routine, preferring to
be totally spontaneous and experiential. At this level it
is no longer innocent, natural behaviour, but denotes
an inadequately functioning Saturn and Mercury. It is
the energies of these two planets that should enable such
people to bring some sort of responsible order into their
lives, and to take charge of their own conduct.
To sum up, there are three facets to intelligence. In
total we can refer to it as the intellect, which is possessed
by all men and women in varying degrees. It is important
that we are clear in our minds about the nature of these
different constituents. Intelligence can only function
properly and reliably when they co-operate effectively
and harmoniously: memory, correlation, perception –
Saturn, Mercury, Jupiter. Should one of these dominate,
or one of them be repressed, then we can expect trouble.
Actually some animals, like chimpanzees and dolphins,
show rudimentary traces of these three attributes. These
functions are by no means exclusively human. They are
basic abilities, which slowly emerged during evolution
of life on earth to assure our survival. They allow us to
live our lives more successfully, more satisfactorily, more
joyfully.
But there is more to it than so far considered.
Human intelligence does not consist only of these three
attributes. There is also the integrative function of the
ego, which adds direction and purpose. With just the
three qualities above we would never manage to be truly
creative. We would not produce a work of art, make
scientific discoveries, establish mathematical theorems,
or compose musical masterpieces, because Mercury’s
and Jupiter’s potential would always be held in check by
defensive Saturn. Saturn is one of the ego planets, and
as such is concerned predominantly with the need for
security. For this broader intelligence we need the other
ego planets...
¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤.

Animus in the Female Psyche
by John D. Grove
John considers psychological theories of the animus as an unconscious complex in the female psyche
and relates this to the study of the chart of a case study.
The animus has been associated with
an unconscious complex in female
psychology according to C.G. Jung's
psychoanalytic model (Hall, James A.
The Jungian Experience, 1986 p.36).
The Sun in the Huber method is
symbolic of the ego which is a conscious
structure that mediates between the
inner world and reality (Huber, Louise
& Bruno, The Planets, 2006, p.34). In
the personal sphere of relationships,
the animus can be cold, nonpersonal
and take a general nature of critical
remarks made to others with whom
the person is emotionally close. (Hall,
p. 81). The animus can subvert the
intentions of the ego and undermine
relationships by its subtle emotional distancing.
In the Huber Method, the Sun in the radix represents
"a consciousness in which we stick to our own thoughts,
convictions and opinions... The thinking self therefore
has the power to discriminate, judge, react clearly and
lucidly to the world with greater self-confidence, as a
real I-entity taking full responsibility for its actions."(The
Planets, 2006 p. 34). The animus can interact with the ego
in unconscious, negative ways and thus create conflicts in
relationships. The aspects to the Sun, its position in the
radix and its sign can give hints to the way in which the
animus can contaminate the ego without our being able
to stop it.
In a woman's radix chart the Sun represents her
relationship with the father. The father historically in a
female's life represents the first male she has an intimate
relationship with growing up. The archetype of the father is
reflected in many possible manifestations of the real father:
an invisible father, disengaged, involved, dependent, an
authority, a monster, hero or warrior.
"The Sun's position provides useful psychological
information about the father. It shows how we live the
masculine paternal principle and can realise it with
ourselves...The Sun's position usually tells us something
about our real father. If weak we too lack self confidence
and are afraid to assert ourselves and frequently suffer from
low self esteem."(The Planets, 2006 p.34). Thus, aspects,
position and sign of the Sun in the female's chart can
represent how she relates unsconsciously not only to her
biological father but also how her ego, her self awareness
and confidence in her ego strengths is manifested in male
relationships.

Most
psychotherapies
are
designed to build a healthy “executive
function” of the ego through cognitive
strategies (Freud, Anna, The Ego and
Mechanisms of Defense, 1936). The
ego then is perceived as the center
of the psyche with ultimate say in
the everyday functioning of life. For
human development and realization
of potentials for growth, it is necessary
to have a healthy ego to survive. What
is our concern here, however, are the
unconscious determinants at play in
the psyche that create attitudes that
reveal self-defeating behavior patterns
that interfere with development and
self realization. These unconscious
attitudes are revealed by analyzing the position of the Sun
in the radix, its aspects and sign.
In the course of child development, the female's
relationship with her father is introjected or internalized
and predisposes her to react/relate a certain way with male
friends, co-workers, etc. Early psychoanalysts in the 1900's
were somewhat limited in seeing women as independent
agents, with careers and autonomy. As Jung believed “In
women Eros is an expression of their true nature – the
need to create and relate. (As she uses Logos) she gives
rise to misunderstandings and annoying interpretations in
the family circle and among friends. The animus consists
of opinions instead of reflections or assumptions that lay
claim to absolute truth.” (C.G. Jung, Aion, 1978 p. 14). In
spite of these limitations, the concepts of the animus and
the Sun in the radix are relevant to and associated with
female autonomy and creation of psychic predispositions
or attitudes toward men. Thus, an ever-evolving inner
image from this paternal introject is morphed into
unconscious attitudes and assumptions about the opposite
sex.
This inner image of the male inside the feminine
psyche creates a changing symbol which can develop
through the life cycle. At earliest stages during the teen
years, it can be projected as “love” of the hero, the warrior,
the muscle man – tall, dark and handsome, emphasizing
physical characteristics. As a female matures so can
her inner image of the animus “love” the magician, the
professor, the spiritual guru, the master. As she develops
with the help of a more positive (House Chart) experience
and insight into her projections, she can learn to manifest
these images as her male side – the animus. Many spiritual
guides are females who have well-developed egos and an
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awareness of their animus projections. They can transcend
their assumptions of males and own their animus as part
of their relational identities. But in cases where the animus
possesses their hosts with negative assumptions, they tend
toward destructive patterns in their life. Animus possessions
called autonomous complexes which are in part identity
and relational structures in the psyche. (Hall, James, The
Jungian Experience, Analysis and Individuation,1986 p.
36). We can imagine a mental state in which a woman is
calculating – her thinking, filled with malice and intrigue
that gets her into a state that she even wishes the death of
others to achieve her own ends. Thus, she becomes her
inner image, externalized. This process is unconscious and
she does not realize that the male opponents she perceives
have been created out of her own unawareness.
Sometimes if negative male experiences traumatize a
young girl, this inner image can transform into a robber,
thief or monster that is projected into outward hatred of
men.
Case Study - Cynthia

Cynthia

28.12.1954, 03:26 PST, Burbank, CA, USA

Consider Cynthia who had a negative animus possession.
Cynthia had a difficult childhood full of traumas. The
sudden death of her mother (Saturn on AC square
Aquarian Moon) created an inner child experience that
lost her awareness of protection from the nurturer and
resulted in her feeling unworthy. She was controlled by an
overburdened father (Pluto on MC square Saturn square
the Moon in 3rd house) who she witnessed beating her
sister. Thus she felt she had to keep a partner who treated
her badly. Cynthia's unconscious attitude manifested in
a “Bluebeard, who secretly kills all his wives in a hidden
chamber. In this form the animus personifies all the
semiconscious, cold, destructive reflections that invade a
woman in the small hours, especially when she has failed
to realize some obligation of feeling.” (M. Von Frantz,
Man and His Symbols, 1964). This image was projected
outward in the form of her husband who “robbed” her
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many times. Cynthia's animus was bound with a man
who was a criminal, who raped her and who beat her
in a blind fury whenever the mood struck him. Her
psychological set up and life experience attracted people,
situations and events that poisoned her relationship
with men. She carried assumptions and opinions that all
men were cruel, stupid and mean. But what was really
happening was a self fulfilling prophesy buried deep in
the psyche, an animus projection.
What we want to show with the case of Cynthia is how
a negative animus father-image, which was reflected in her
unaspected Sun conjunction in her radix, compelled her to
create a life pattern of imprisonment. And how eventually
through therapy, her life was turned around.
The Sun conjunction is unaspected at the Low Point
of the 2nd house. Cynthia's Sun, “act(ed) independently
and often unconsciously... and (was) not integrated into
her chart as a whole and therefore, not a fully integrated
part of the personality. (Hopewell, Joyce and Llewellyn,
Richard, The Cosmic Egg Timer, 2004 p. 69). As Bruno
Huber would say, it was a radix with many challenges.
Cynthia would project her negative inner male onto
others and see them as controlling. With Saturn/Venus
conjunct and square the Moon, she had an absence of
love and protection and suppression of her ability to relate
toward men. So she was trapped. She was a victim of abuse
and she had to fight her way out of power struggles with
men to become a fully integrated being. Consequently,
after a series of abusive events in her relationship with
her husband, she eventually stabbed him with a pair of
scissors. And she ended up in jail.
Thus these introjections of the male animus reflected
a self fulfilling prophesy
playing itself out in
Cynthia's
life. Her
House Chart shows
little integration with
two unconnected linear
aspect patterns. Was
she destined to live out
such self destructive
patterns indefinitely?
Her therapy with the
late Maureen Demot,
Cynthia’s House Chart
a Jungian astrologer,
helped turn her life around. In 2000, her age point was
in the 8th house and opposed to her natal Sun. Transits of
Saturn square Saturn, Pluto conjunction of Venus helped
tear down her false beliefs about the powerlessness of her
life. With Maureen’s guidance, the negative tape loops
in her life were resolved in psychotherapy and her inner
animus image of the imprisoned male died away... she
finally left her husband for good. This process was difficult
for her, she had to take responsibility for creating her own
reality. She eventually found that she had the potential to
live a life that had no compulsions and she was free from
the vortex of bad relationships.
¤¤¤¤¤

A Look at Margaret Thatcher’s Horoscope
by Sophie Grueninger
This article about Margaret Thatcher was written before the Falklands War, thirty years ago in 1982, first published
in AstroLog Issue 8, and republished in AstroLog 60 after Thatcher’s resignation, with the following forword by Bruno
Huber. This translation by Agnes Shellens was discovered languishing in an old file, and has not previously been published.

Introduction by Bruno Huber
in AstroLog No 60, February 1991

“At last Maggie has left the kitchen” was a sentence much
used the day after she left office. But there were also the voices
of her fervent admirers: “Don’t discount the lady yet” or
“May we see her handbag for a long time yet”.
A few days later, at the next meeting of our production
team, we remembered that in the Astrolog of 21st June 1982,
No. 8, Sophie Grueninger had written a brief astrological
analysis of Margaret Thatcher. And we all agreed that
her resignation from the highest political post in England
warranted a reprint, especially since, although written at the
beginning of the Falkland crisis, it still seemed valid to-day.
But we’d like to add three pieces of information which
were not included in the original:
1) Maggie came to power on May 3rd 1979, when the
Conservatives won the General Election. Her Age Point
had just entered Virgo. Shortly before that it had passed the
Moon, and formed a semi-sextile to the North Node. These
aspects are so close together that their effects merge. It relates
to the change from Leonian behaviour within her party to
the Virgoan endeavour to win favour with the electorate.
2) the AP had reached 18° Libra at the time of her
resignation, a mere 1½° from her Sun (at 19°30’), and less
than ½° from the mid-point of her three Libran planets (at
17°34’). Her new life circumstances may well afford her new
insight into the real meaning of self-awareness considering
the position of her Sun in the shadow area of the 12th house.
3) The small discrepancies in the AP position may suggest
the need to adjust her birth time by some 1-2 minutes.

The Grueninger Article
Our discussion of a topical horoscope is this time inspired
by a rather sad event: The Falklands War, which seems so
absurd to many of us, because it seems to be all about
outmoded principles and calculated to detract attention
from inner unrest in both the countries involved.
Margaret Thatcher, as Prime Minister of UK, is playing
a decisive role in this war. It looks as if she were trying to
prove to the world at large that the British Empire still
has to be reckoned with, and that she is its leader.
Obviously it is difficult to judge with any degree of
detachment the chart of a person who holds such an
important position, and that’s why I’ve tried to refer
always to those of her actions which are well known, and
which tell us how she intends to use her potential.
The aspect picture reminds me of a bell in the process
ringing, swinging vigorously. It is fixed by the Sun/
Mercury conjunction in Libra, at the cusp of the 12th

Margaret Thatcher

13.10.1925, 09:00, Grantham, England

house. The Sun, symbol of self-confidence, holds all
threads in his hands combines all the different aspect
figures and enables them to form a coherent picture.
Only Mars is left out, unaspected, the controlling
motivating energy, and can thus employ all his power
to pursue warlike, adversarial aims. In the 11th house of
elitist thinking and like friends, Mrs Thatcher doesn’t just
enjoy the support of a minority, but is convinced, quite
fanatically, that she is absolutely right.

Efficiency and Ambivalence Triangles
With Sun in an Efficiency Triangle, with JU opposite PL
at the cusps of the 3rd and 9th houses (Thought Axis), Mrs
T is decisive, enormously ambitious, with an unshakable
confidence that she’s always right. These tendencies are
shaped by SA at the AC in such a way as to earn her the
nickname “Iron Lady”. She claims personal credit for all
her successes. When she was 9 years old her headmistress,
on congratulating her on being successful, added that she
had been lucky. To which Maggie replied in characteristic
fashion “That wasn’t luck, I’ve earned it.” She gave the
same answer to a journalist who enquired after the reason
for her success in 1975 when she was elected party leader.
The You-area of her chart looks empty and is opposed
by the I-area with its 2 ego planets; it is also blocked off
by the JU/PL opposition. This will make it difficult for
Mrs T to think of other people from their point of view.
It could make for loneliness in personal relationships and
may be the reason why she takes her determination and
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ambition within the Efficiency Triangle
for granted, and then is self-righteous
and harsh towards others who do not
have these qualities. (She is reputed to
have said about the homeless that they
just hadn’t saved up enough money... and
that in England with its inflation and
economic troubles!) True, Libra is the sign
which wants to relate to You, and to use
its intellect to achieve harmony and to
build relationships in which each partner
contributes equally. But this Libran Sun is at the cusp of
the 12th house, on the I-side. Therefore she uses these
qualities in a manipulative way towards her own ends.
This shows up in many of her political activities. She
was a skilful tactician and knew how to get her own way.
She was already a parliamentary candidate in 1950/51,
losing but considerably increasing the Conservative share
of the vote. (AP at 2° Aries, trine to Venus.)
In 1959 she succeeded in getting elected (AP at 8°
Taurus quincunx MA). In 1961 Harold Macmillan called
her into his cabinet as parliamentary secretary (AP at the
DC, opp SA). In 1970, after the conservatives gained
power, she became Minister for Education and Science
(AP at 25° Gemini, sextile NE, trine ME), the second
woman to hold a ministerial position in the Conservative
Party. In this position she abolished free milk for needy
schoolchildren, creating a stir and earning the nickname
‘Thatcher, milk snatcher’. This aptly illustrates the effect
of SA at the I-point, with her already-mentioned inability
to understand the problems of the socially deprived, or
even to see them in the first place. She says about herself
“we were neither rich nor poor”, and therefore was in the
happy position never to have known financial hardship
or deprivation.
That’s why it was surprising that she was chosen to
become Prime Minister in 1979 (AP at MC, age 54!),
and she evoked mixed feelings, especially among the
politically active women who were pleased enough to
see a woman hold such high office, but knew that this
particular woman did not really fit their picture of a
socially and humanely aware politician. Even so, she
was elected largely by women voters, who evidently
were impressed by her slogan of “housewife amongst
housewives”. This demonstrates that, with JU at the
cusp of the 3rd house and in Capricorn she had a good
feel for what “the people” wanted to hear, and knew
how to make use of this. Her opposing PL in the 9th
house, which also contains the North Node, seems to
me to point to her task to develop new ideas, and see
to it that they are carried out, which can dramatically
change social conditions for the populace. Together with
her 12th house Sun, through which she could receive
inspiration for the spiritual advancement of the world,
she might have done successful work on these lines, if
only she hadn’t chosen to use her energies for herself, to
gain personal power.
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That she acted the way she did may
be due to the anxiety caused by having
Scorpio/Taurus in the Contact Axis. Her
“angst” to upset established opinion made
her a loyal representative of her party’s
conservative values, albeit in a somewhat
exaggerated form. And of course she
expected her party’s loyalty in return.
Saturn at the AC reinforces this
conservative
attitude,
demanding
perfection from her, which for instance
showed itself in her immaculate appearance (supported
by VE, who is keen to please, being in Sagittarius and
square MO). Not a single hair is allowed to be out of
place. She inherited this sense of propriety from her
mother. At times it bordered on the fanatical (when she
for instance, as rumour has it, pulled out a weed whilst
going for a walk in someone else’s garden). Everything
had to look prim and proper. For instance she learned
her diction, upper class English, like a foreign language
in private lessons paid for by her father. It is a question
of adaptation, to do and to say what is expected of you
(but of course we have to remember that she herself had
the ability to influence public opinion). This mirrors the
Libran need to be understood and accepted. And she had
to co-ordinate this need to conform with the impulsive
urges of her Efficiency Triangle (SU, JU, PL) which is
raring to use its energies to the full.
It is also significant that just before she became Prime
Minister her AP had crossed MO in the shadow of the
10th cusp, giving her a quite extraordinary desire to be
popular, and, with the conjunction to NE, needing a
never-ending public to please. (Maybe she even succeeded
in “hiding her light behind a bushel” to make it look less
aggressive. The English “thatched” means covered with
straw, reeds etc.) This MO/NE conjunction craves not
just popularity but adoration.
Margaret grew up in a Methodist family, a revivalist
religion which strives assiduously for personal sanctity
(and whose adherents are predominantly members of the
lower social strata). From her dominant father, a grocer
and lay preacher and later on mayor of Grantham, she
acquired the principles by which she still lives today:
discipline, frugality, and uprightness, with the motto
“work and cleanliness are next to godliness.” Until now
she has made little use of her Libran potential to live for
and with others.
Therefore, at the time of writing, it rather looks as
if she won’t listen to the calls to avoid armed conflict in
the Falklands, a call which is getting stronger even within
her own party. Quite the contrary. With the help of the
tabloid press, she seems to be succeeding in creating a
crusading spirit, and her reflex actions, which are really
out of touch with our present times, finds an echo
amongst her people. PL in Cancer and JU in Capricorn
as representatives of the philosophy “security in attack”.
¤¤¤¤¤

A Reflection on Evolution
We Are All So Beautiful
by Catharine Collier
Catharine ponders on the wonders of evolution and our growth in consciousness.
“Once I was flame, then I crystallised into mineral, grew
into a plant, was consumed by a herbivore; became an
animal and was thence born into humanity, after aeons as a
human I will become an angel, but I shall give up angelhood
for True Being – Verily we are That and to That we shall
return.”
Rumi

“This plan can be seen in the form of the Natal Chart, which
begins at the Centre, and though depicted as a very small
circle, that is where our true essence dwells. This free space is
untouched and in which no aspects lines ever appear out of
respect for the Inner Being; and it symbolises the immortal
Soul which lives eternally. It is the True Self and as such is
the root of our existence”.

In the beginning, 15 billion years ago, time and space
were born. The universe flashed into a hundred billion
clouds of flame, out of which galaxies constellated. In the
spiral galaxies the flames of this beginning transformed
into an epoch of supernova explosions, whose blasts
stirred each spiral galaxy into a new mixture of elemental
potential.
Four and a half distant billion years ago, one particular
spiral, the Milky Way, our own home galaxy, gave birth
to a particular star, our Sun, whose own explosive birth
formed in turn a gaseous disk out of which our Solar
System emerged. This disk evolved into nine planets. The
third one from the Sun, being at just the right distance
and just the right temperature to develop Life, became
“the little blue pearl’ that we call Earth, our Mother.
Two and a half million years ago, Life, having grown
through matter, cells, plants, and animals, then gave
birth to our early human ancestors whose dawning
consciousness suddenly exploded into Mind; which is
the third dimension needed to make up a Human Being;
Time, Space and Mind.
And now that humanity has appeared on Earth – just
a few specks of glowing Stardust – we have not appeared
just anywhere nor just at any time, but we each appeared
at a very particular, specially chosen moment of Time
and at a very particular, specially chosen Place and to
those very particular and specially chosen Parents who
loved us into being.
The coming together of our parents gave us each a
particular Personality – “a body-mind that was shaped
by a unique mix of genetic, historical, social, cultural, and
psychological energies. This makes each of us a very unique
and unusual refraction of the primordial Light. We are a
never to be repeated flavour of universal consciousness.”
(Ken Wilber).
In a Plan designed by our True Self, which is a part of
the Universal Self, each of us also has a personal self, (a
ready made given in the shape of a physical body-mind)
in the designing of which our separate personalities had
no part. But our personalities are given the freedom to
choose in which way, and in what manner, we will live
out that Plan, which has been designed to empower, to
fulfil and to integrate each one of us.

“The Natal Chart is written ‘around’ this circle. This Centre
circle begins to beam energies outwards in all directions at
the moment of birth; and from this Centre we human beings
grow into the world, to become and to be”.
“These energies meet first of all those Aspect Lines which
work as the human being’s unconscious portrait of awareness.
This is the Pattern planned by the Soul. And as the clock of
our lives begins to tick, the Eye of the Soul focuses on, and
lights up each moment”.
B&L Huber
“The Human Being comprises a Core Centre, (the True Self/
Soul) and a Personality. The purpose of the Personality is to
integrate all the potential energies of body, emotion and mind
in order to become an individuated, fully conscious human
being worthy of being united with the True Self/Soul. The
(True/Self ) Soul then assimilates the fulfilled personality.
The Personality then becomes the ideal tool enabling the True
Self/Soul to act within the manifest world of creation”.
The Tibetan/Alice Bailey
Here follow testimonies of this Inner True Self from
two contemporary authors which are of absorbing
interest. Both are authors. I don’t think that either of
them knows anything of the Tibetan, the Hubers or
astrological psychology.
Thomas Merton, as a young man, decided that the
only way to find his Soul was to enter a monastery and
reject the distracting world. Yet paradoxically, it was on
one of the occasions when he had to leave his monastery
for a doctor’s appointment and was walking in a crowded
street, that he experienced the following:
“I suddenly saw all these people, all just walking around,
shining like the sun! I saw the secret beauty of people’s hearts,
the depths of their hearts where neither malice nor desire
nor self-knowledge can reach, the Core of their Reality, the
person that each one of us is in God’s eyes... At the centre of
our being is a point of light that is untouched by mistake
or illusion, a point of pure truth which is never at our
disposal, from which God disposes our lives, inaccessible to
the fantasies of our own mind or the brutality of our will. It
is so to speak, his name written within us as the pure glory
of God. It is like a pure diamond and if we could see it we
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would see these billions of points of light coming together in
the face and blaze of a sun that would make all the darkness
and cruelty of life vanish completely. I have no program
for this seeing, it is only given. But the gate of heaven is
everywhere.”
Thomas Merton
He saw this phenomenon, the ‘secret beauty of
people’s hearts’ from the outside. He saw the True Self of
each one, shining right out through the manifestations
of their very ordinary Personalities and physical bodies
– shining out into the city street while they were going
about their everyday business!
The other testimony is given by a woman in her fifties,
divorced with two adult children, earning her living
by leading Writing Workshops. She calls herself “just a
regular person” and here is her testimony, this time from
the inside of her own experience.
“This is what I know about the general situation of a human
life:
* There is a place in every person that is not subject to harm
of any sort. It is not subject to pain or death. It is actual.
* It is possible to become aware of this place – fleetingly at
first and then continuously.
* In the state of that awareness, all suffering ceases.
* There is nothing inconsistent about that state and what we
think of as ‘regular’ life.”
“This is how I first experienced this place: I felt at the mercy
of a gigantic, benign force. It loved me so much. I was being
loved. As if by some alchemy, I was being loved into my fully
human state. The one I was being loved by came to feel like it
was my deepest self... the experience of self was enlarging. I
was being taught so many things, such as – This is how you
can learn to be in this state of bliss and rapture and at
the same time to drive a car, wash dishes, cook a meal,
or run a workshop”.
“I have told you this to wake you up. Who is this you? Is it
somebody who has been on a ‘spiritual journey’ for a long
time? Somebody who doesn’t believe in God? Somebody who
thinks enlightenment is nothing but a vague concept? It is all
of these people I address. It is you, whoever you are, wherever
you are, whatever you have believed or not believed. You
are human: you suffer. It doesn’t have to be that way. I am
encouraging you to turn gently toward the possibility that
your life could be different.”
“Let your path be the particulars of your existence, the things
which naturally arise in the course of daily life. They carry
enough teachings to fill a library of books, a life’s worth of
retreats and workshops. In the end, ordinary life will be the
only indispensable teacher – the one whose lessons you cannot
bypass.”
Jan Frazier
The lessons which none of us ‘can bypass’ are those
provided by the energies and talents with which we have
been born.
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The ordinary life that our Souls have chosen, and
whose main outlines are drawn in our Natal Charts,
waiting for us to freely acknowledge them, consciously
accept them, willingly choose how to live them, how to
flesh them out and to bring them into full ‘awakening’
or ‘enlightenment’.
Some people have likened life to having been dealt a
hand of cards, good or bad, these cards are the only ones
we have, and we have to play our hand to the best of our
ability. But
“No matter what, if we don’t accept every card in our
hand, we can’t play our best. We’ll be compromised by guilt,
resentment or self-hatred....life is about playing the cards we
are dealt, with as much intelligence, care, and creativity that
we possibly can.”
Ken Wilber
Designed by our True Self, which is a part of the
Universal Self, each of us has a personal ‘Unique Self ’ as a
readymade given, in the designing of which our separate
Personalities had no part. But our personalities are given
the freedom of Will to choose in which way, and in what
manner, we will live out that given Plan, which has been
designed to empower, to fulfil and to awaken each one
of us.
As the Tibetan tells us, at each ‘Initiation’ (what
Buddhists term ‘Enlightenment,’ Christians term
‘Union’ or Transformation’ and people in general refer
to as ‘Awakening’) greater and greater expansions of
consciousness occur.
What seems to be happening in our present time is that
many people who could be said to have integrated their
Personalities (body, emotions and mind or, astrologically,
Saturn, Moon and Sun) have arrived at the point which
the Tibetan describes as the definitive meeting between
the ‘Dweller on the Threshold’ (Personality) and the
‘Angel of the Presence’ (Soul) in which the Angel prevails,
transcending and including the ‘Dweller.’ And the ‘Angel
of the Presence is the Christ himself ’... Is this what the
Tibetan terms the Third Initiation, the First being born
into Matter and the Second control of the Emotions?
According to him, there are countless further expansions
of consciousness before arriving at ‘I am that and That
I am’ and is this the experience of what many of today’s
people are reporting?
Is this the experience of that ‘Point of Light which is
the Centre of our Being’?
Is this ‘that place in everyone which is not subject to
harm of any sort’?
“The one I was being loved by came to feel like my
deepest self.”
“...after aeons as a human I will become an angel, but I
shall give up angelhood for True Being...”
¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤.

Universal Jottings by Aldebaran
by Joan Swallow
Joan had a regular column in the Malay Mail in 1961/2 under the pseudonym Aldebaran. Here
is an edited version of her columns during the month of July 1961, just 51 years ago, giving some
flavour of her fascination with myth and history, here particularly related to the Moon. Published
with the permission of Joan’s family.
1st July 1961
Poets, lovers and dogs have always been troubled by the
moon. Over a thousand years ago its mysterious beauty
so enchanted the poet Li T’ai Po that he leaned out of
his boat to kiss the moon’s reflection in the river, and was
drowned.
Phantasies flourish in the pale moon-light. A thousand
years earlier men believed in a moon goddess with three
faces and many names. Two of their names, Diana and
Phoebe, are still used by girls today. Two others, Luna and
Selene, have been used to form words like “sublunary”
and “selenography”.
Queen of the night
But Hecate, once most feared, is the name of the goddess
of the waning moon with dark and frightful face. She
was Queen of the night and of witches, and haunted any
place where three roads meet. She it was who crazed men
with moon-madness or lunacy. Traces of this belief linger
on the road-sides of Malaya where the fortune teller,
seeing a well formed Mount of the Moon (the bump on
the inside edge of the hand) will discover that you have a
romantic nature, a vivid imagination and a tendency to
hallucinations. This, of course, is all a lot of moonshine.
Men need landmarks ...
Now we have maps and photographs of the moon and we
know something of its size and structure. But imagine for
a moment that you have never seen a map or photograph
and your knowledge is limited to what the eye can see.
This was the position of early man on a strange vast Earth.
Men need landmarks to help them on their journeys and
to guide them home, but horizons change,and no one
knew what lay beyond the sea. Only the lights in the sky
were constant. They became man’s guide on the earth and
influenced our destiny long ago.
8th July 1961
We who live in the splendour of the sun need all our
imagination to understand the ancient fear of the moon’s
power. In temperate lands the sun weakens with the
waning year, his warmth fades, and people of old, fearing
that he would die, lit fires on mountain tops to encourage
him to recover.
Moon controls rain
The moon showed no such weakness. She was constant in
her movements and in her manifest power over tides and
the bodies of women. She was believed to control the rain
also, and therefore the fertility of the soil. Civilisation

depended on agriculture which depends on an accurate
knowledge of the times for planting and harvesting.
Length of year
For this it was necessary to determine the precise length
of the year in order to predict the weather. Here again
the moon, with her changing phases and easily observed
movement, was of more help to man than the sun whose
brightness hides his background of stars. Time was
reckoned by means of the moon, and although science
has produced a minutely accurate calendar, we still
maintain the usage of 4,000 years ago in our speech and
customs. The appearance of the new moon marks the end
of the Muslim fast; the greatest Christian feast is fixed by
the spring moon. A moon-cycle of 30 days was accepted
as a measure for the seasons and the year. The sun
required about 12 moon-cycles or months to complete
its apparent path across the sky through the year. So the
year was reckoned at 360 days until experience showed
that this was inaccurate.
The 13th month
Extra days and an extra month were supplied by ingenious
astronomer-priests to make the lunar year correspond
with the solar year, and a great many men were sacrificed
to the great goddess because of the 13th month. The
number still has its evil reputation and the new moon
still inspires awe. Some people are afraid of catching sight
of it in a mirror or even through ordinary glass.
15th July 1961
We no longer believe that the moon is made of green
cheese, or that there is a man in the moon or a hare
either. And though lovers still sigh and dogs still howl
and bad poets still make bad rhymes about the moon, we
are at last free from the moon-madness which terrorised
our forefathers. For this we must thank certain men of
tremendous intellect and the courage to ignore all the
influential bigots of their day. You will find them listed
under “astronomy” in any encyclopaedia and it would be
a valuable and interesting exercise for you to read about
them.
“Godless magic tube”
Galileo was such a man. He examined the moon through
a telescope, that “godless magic tube” which his critics
refused to touch, and published his findings and his
astonishing conclusions. They were not acceptable to
the authorities and the story of his trial for heresy as
an old man and of his eventual recantation makes sad
reading. Galileo’s telescope, with a magnification of
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thirty, was one of the first ever made. It is possible now
to buy cheap binoculars with a magnification of thirty.
Today’s astronomer however has got the Mount Palomar
telescope with a mirror weighing twenty tons and a range
of over ten million million million million miles.
Moon’s three phases
Putting aside myths and legends, what do we actually
know of the moon, our nearest neighbour in space ? It is
about one eightieth of earth’s weight and is about 30 earth
diameters away from us. It has three phases: waxing, full
and waning, as it moves out of earth’s shadow into full
sunlight and back again. It is indeed responsible for tides
upon earth as the ancients recognised. It is the ideal place
from which to observe what must be one of the most
beautiful sights in the heavens: Earth, radiant many-hued
and lovely. It is now within man’s reach. [Obviously this
was written before space exploration really got going.]
22nd July 1961
When men began to roam across the earth, before maps
and survey charts were thought of, they used the sky as a
guide. The sky appeared to revolve, but its light returned
again and again along the same paths and men found
their way about on earth by means of these lights.
Stop and think for a minute. Which way does your
house face? If you are Chinese and traditional (and have
built your own house) your front door will face exactly
south, like the throne of the Emperor.
An accurate knowledge
Which way is a mosque built? Where in a Christian
church will you find the altar? Every people needs an
accurate knowledge of direction. The first direction to
be recognised was East, the sunrise towards which man
“oriented” himself. East and West, rising and setting,
life and death : all were connected in ancient tales. The
Isles of the Blest, the gardens of the Hesperides and the
entrance to the Egyptian kingdom of the dead were all
believed to lie in the extreme West where the day died.
Walking to safety
Many men have saved their lives in jungle and desert by
working out the compass points and walking to safety.
Could you do this? By day the sun will help you to find
East and West, but only when it is low in the sky as it is
at dawn and sunset. In March and September the early
morning sun is due East. At this time of year it is slightly
north of East and in December it will be slightly south
of East. By night the moon and stars will help for they
also appear to rise in the East and set in the West. There
are some stars however which do not and seven of these
are particularly interesting. They march round and round
the same spot in the sky, and being very bright and of an
easily recognised arrangement, they form a star group or
constellation which any novice can distinguish.
Constellation names
Ancient people named this constellation according to their
fancy. It reminded the Romans of seven oxen tramping
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round a threshing
floor. To the Greeks it
appeared as part of a
bear. Others thought
of it as a wagon; the
English named it the
Plough; the Americans
call it the Big Dipper.
Go out this evening
after supper and see
if you can find it. You
already know where
East and West are. When you find the Plough you will
find the best pointers to the North : Dubhe and Merak,
the two end stars. A line drawn through these two stars
leads straight to the Pole Star which is the true North.
29th July 1961
The Plough, its signpost, is possibly the most widely
known constellation in the northern hemisphere, and
the Pole Star, to which it points, was so important in the
celestial religion of ancient China that it had its own soul
tablet in Peking where respects were paid to it annually
by the Emperor. The Chinese idea of heaven was very
tidy : it was a mirror image of earth. Both were divided
into quarters, with China and the Pole Star as centres.
The compass points and the Pole Star were regarded as
a group, and the number five became a key number in
Chinese thought.
Five elements
The “Li Ki”, a Confucian classic, lists five elements which
“by their harmonious action” produced the moon and
which take turns to dominate the 12 months of the year.
There are also five notes of harmony, five flavours, five
colours, five relationships and five virtues. All this seems
rather a long way from the Pole Star and the compass
points, and yet to the ancient Chinese it was a practical
application of the sky religion which guided them
in house building, grave building, weddings, battles,
hunting and planting.
Eyes of the Gods
So anxious were they to have accurate guidance in their
affairs that they got detailed astronomical charts and as
early as 229 BC recorded the appearance of comets. The
Babylonians also scanned the sky as anxiously and for the
same reasons, but their approach was more mystical. They
saw the stars as the eyes of the gods and their guiding
number was seven. They divided the month into periods
of seven days, and human lives into seven-year periods,
and built their greatest sanctuary and observatory, the
Tower of Babel, in seven storeys. Their patient and
precise observations, arising from a passionate belief in
astrology, were inherited by the Greeks, who transformed
the theories into the splendour of epic poetry, and the
observations into physics, mathematics and astronomy.
¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤.

What You Need to Know About Time:
The Gregorian Calendar
by Reynold Swallow
This useful summary of the Gregorian Calendar was first published in Conjunction Issue
34, July 2003.
I have always supposed that the Gregorian Calendar
was introduced in 1582, and that was that. But
according to a book I am currently reading, it was
not so. First, let us look at the background.
Some form of device to map the years became
necessary as civilisation developed. The priests needed
to be able to plan religious festivals; commerce, even
in its earliest days, needed a way of counting and
noting the passing of days. The two favoured means of
doing this were by relating to the moon’s or the sun’s
travels around the earth. For example, in Islam, the
start of the fasting month, Ramadan, is determined
by the actual sighting of the new moon; in Western
Christianity, Easter Sunday is the first Sunday
following the first full moon after the spring equinox.
In the case of the sun’s movement around the earth
(as it was then thought), for the Celts among others,
the winter solstice was determined when the shadow
of a vertical pillar reached its longest point.
Each religion had its own calendar. Many still
have. Unfortunately, the moon does not take exactly
28 days to orbit the earth, and the solar year is not
exactly 365 days. Consequently, whichever calendar
was chosen, there gradually became a discrepancy
between the moon or the sun’s position and the
calendar. Various complicated methods were
introduced – adding a day here, and even a month
sometimes, to bring the calendar back into line with
moon or sun. These seemed quite arbitrary, and as
the management of the calendar was in the hands
of priests or other officials it became clear that some
were corruptly manipulating the calendar for their
own benefit.
Many attempts were made to reform the calendar.
Perhaps the most successful of them was carried out
by Julius Caesar. He was advised to abandon any
attempt to preserve a lunar calendar and to divide
the solar year into twelve months, with an extra day
being introduced every four years. Caesar followed
this advice, and the Julian calendar was introduced in
46BC. (The book is not precise about the lengths of
those twelve months)
Good as it was, the Julian calendar had several
defects. For instance, the vernal equinox was falling
earlier in the calendar year at a rate of about one

day in 128 years. The date of Easter was falling
later and later in the seasonal year. This latter was of
great importance to the mediaeval church, because
Easter was beginning to fall on what were regarded as
inappropriate days. It was this above all that motivated
the next movement for reform. The Church was not
interested in the exactness of the spring equinox (but
notice what the current definition is!)
Various proposals for reform fell by the wayside,
sometimes because of religious bigotry, but also
because of the improving accuracy of formal
astronomy. A process which began with the Venerable
Bede in 725 AD finally reached its completion in
1582. By this time, the calendar was seriously out of
step with astronomical observations, and was actually
eleven days adrift. Eleven days had to be cut out of
the year to bring the calendar back into step.
The Papal Bull which put the new calendar into
effect was signed by the Pope – Gregory XIII – on
24th February 1582, and the change to the new
calendar took place in Italy in October 4th 1583. (the
following day became October 16th). The calendar is
named after him.
Many European countries disliked the new
calendar, but most Catholic countries made the
change by 1584. The Protestant countries, it seems,
didn’t like having their calendars altered by Rome.
So for instance, Catholic Holland adopted the new
calendar in 1582, but Protestant Holland delayed
until 1700. Catholic Switzerland adopted it in 1584,
whereas Protestant Switzerland waited until 1701.
Britain and her colonies adopted the new calendar
in September 1752. The day following September 2nd
was September 14th. (One of the things I remember
from history lessons at school was a peasant’s revolt
when they demanded “Give us back our 11 days”)
Under the old calendar, New Year’s Day had been
March 25th, Lady Day. The Act of Parliament which
decreed the change also stated that in future, New
Year’s Day should be January 1st.
The financial year in 1752 started on New Year’s
Day, (Lady Day) – March 25th as usual. The financial
year in 1753 began 365 days later, which, following
the change to the new calendar, was April 5th because
of the missing days. It continued to start on April
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Further information from Wikipedia
(abbreviated)

Detail of Pope Gregory XIII’s tomb, celebrating
the introduction of the Gregorian calendar

5th until 1800 when it was changed to April 6th.
So that is why our financial year nowadays is not the
same as the calendar year. It is a relic of the old Julian
calendar.
All this may be of only passing interest to most
astrologers. But what is surprising is that some
countries did not accept the new calendar until the
nineteenth or twentieth century. Here are some:
Alaska 1867
Japan 1873
Egypt 1875
Albania 1912
China 1912
Bulgaria 1915
Lithuania 1915
Latvia 1915 or 1918 (sources differ)
Soviet Union 1918
Estonia 1918
Yugoslavia 1919
Romania 1919
Greece 1924
Persia 1925
Turkey 1926
Because of this difference, the Imperial Russian
Olympic Team arrived twelve days too late for the
1908 Olympic games in London.
It may well be that some readers of Conjunction
have set up charts, or may in the future do so, for
people born in one of these countries. The book
does not say on what date in those years the calendar
changed, and in many cases it does not say which
days were omitted in order to accommodate the new
calendar.
The book is Mapping Time: The Calendar and
its History by E.G. Richards, published by Oxford
University Press. Unfortunately it was very badly
proof-read (if it was proof read at all). It contains
many mistakes; sometimes the text doesn’t agree with
the diagrams. There may well be other mistakes that I
do not have the knowledge to recognise.
¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤.
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The motivation of the Catholic Church in adjusting
the calendar was to celebrate Easter at the time it
thought the First Council of Nicaea had agreed upon
in 325. Although a canon of the council implies that
all churches used the same Easter, they did not – the
churches of Alexandria and Rome used different
methods of calculation which produced differing
dates. And the reckoned Moon that was used to
compute Easter, fixed to the Julian year by a 19 year
cycle, had become out of phase with the real Moon
by four days.
In 1563 the Council of Trent approved a plan for
correcting the calendrical errors, requiring that the
date of the vernal equinox be restored to that which it
held at the time of the First Council of Nicaea in 325
and that an alteration to the calendar be designed
to prevent future drift. This would allow for a more
consistent and accurate scheduling of Easter.
The fix was to come in two stages. First, it was
necessary to approximate the correct length of a solar
year. The value chosen was 365.2425 days, very close
to the mean vernal equinox year, appropriate to the
purpose of ensuring that the vernal equinox would
be near a specific date (21 March).
The second stage was to devise a model based
on the approximation which would provide an
accurate yet simple, rule-based calendar. The formula
designed by Aloysius Lilius was ultimately successful.
It proposed a 10-day correction to revert the drift
since Nicaea, and the imposition of a leap day in
only 97 years in 400 rather than in 1 year in 4. To
implement the model, it was provided that years
divisible by 100 would be leap years only if they were
divisible by 400 as well. So, 1600 and 2000 were leap
years, but 1700, 1800 and 1900 were not.
The 19-year cycle used for the lunar calendar was
also to be corrected by one day every 300 or 400 years
(8 times in 2500 years) along with corrections for the
years that are no longer leap years. A new method for
computing the date of Easter was introduced.
Gregory dropped the 10 days in one go. Although
his reform was enacted in the most solemn of forms
available to the Catholic Church, the Bull had
no authority beyond it and the Papal States. The
changes that he was proposing were changes to the
civil calendar, over which he had no authority. They
required adoption by the civil authorities in each
country to have legal effect.

Reviews

sex, and the psychoanalytic method of talking about
symptoms and causes and free association.
New Pathways in Psychology:
Freud had many followers, and developed a
Maslow and the post-Freudian Revolution
pattern of falling out with the most intelligent
by Colin Wilson
when they moved beyond his ideas of sexual causes.
Alfred Adler stressed the importance of the will to
First published 1972; revised edition 2001
power, and problems of will as another major source
I first came across Colin Wilson of neurosis. Carl Jung developed the idea of the
when inspired by his book The unconscious mind and the importance of myths and
Outsider in the 1960s, a time when dreams, and was determined to link his psychology
Wilson was labelled as one of the Angry Young Men with matters occult and spiritual. The artistically
in the vibrant London cultural scene. The Outsider inclined Otto Rank stumbled upon the importance
was an inspirational treatise on the possibilities of of the birth trauma and came to emphasise the
the human psyche as being so much more than the importance of the will and development beyond the
mundane reality of everyday material life.
merely personal to become the hero or the artist.
Since those days Wilson has been
This sets the scene for the person who
a prolific author of books on many
Wilson sees as the great 20th century
subjects, but always concerned with the
synthesiser: another American Alfred
possibilities of human development.
Maslow, working at a distance from
New Pathways in Psychology is perhaps
developments in Europe. Maslow’s
his best attempt to summarise the
approach was essentially positive – a
development of psychology, particularly
psychology for health rather than the
during the 20th century, and put his
psychology of neurosis of the Freudians.
own ideas into this context. I recently
In 1943 he formulated the theory of the
re-read this book and realised that it
‘hierarchy of needs’, which was widely
Colin Wilson 2006
will be of interest to anyone seeking
accepted. At the top of the apex of
to understand the development of psychology, and needs, when all ‘lower needs’ are essentially satisfied,
the evolution of ideas that led to the development of is that for self-actualisation. Maslow sees neurosis as
astrological psychology.
a failure of personal growth.
The story begins in the 1600s with Descartes and
Maslow developed his ideas into a theory of
theories of man as machine, leading to philosopher management for business – his ‘Theory Z’ approach to
David Hume’s Treatise on Human Nature in 1739 management regarded the workers as self-actualising
which sees man as a mechanism totally shaped by individuals and encourages this development. These
experience, with no free will and no inner self. Of ideas have been successfully adopted in many parts
course, Hume had contemporaries such as Thomas of the world.
Reid, who saw the mind as having a direct sense of
Maslow’s later work concentrated on peak
meaning, values, creativity and purpose. In the 19th experiences and self-actualising people – which
century philosophers are identified on both sides of Wilson relates to his concept of The Outsider.
this division.
“Maslow’s importance is that he has placed
Edmund Husserl created the philosophy of experiences of ‘transcendence’ at the centre of his
phenomenology which established the idea of a psychology. He sees them as the compass by which
‘transcendental ego’, a central essential ‘I’. And man gains a sense of the magnetic north of his
recognised that perception is a ‘reaching out’ of that existence.” [c.f. North Node!]
central ‘I’ to the world. So perception depends upon
Wilson suggests that Maslow was also groping
the intention behind it. When tired, we perceive towards a psychology of the will, which he relates
differently from when we are acutely engaged.
to the later work of Viktor Frankl following Frankl’s
Later in the 19th century, American William experiences in a Nazi concentration camp. Frankl
James applied similar ideas to his Principles of emphasised the importance of meaning in life –
Psychology. Wilson sees James as a key forerunner sense of purpose and attitude of mind.
of modern psychology, which begins of course with
Wilson also refers to the work of the European
Sigmund Freud, born in 1856. Freud’s key ideas ‘existential’ school and particularly to G.I.Gurdjieff
included the idea of the power of the subconscious and his Institute for the Harmonious Development of
mind, the causes of neurosis in emotion and often
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Man – a perhaps extreme method of ‘preventing our
past becoming our future’.
Also referred to is Roberto Assagioli, Maslow’s
friend and colleague, who established his own system
of psychosynthesis based on ideas similar to those of
Maslow, Carl Rogers and Gurdjieff. Bruno & Louise
Huber helped Assagioli in documenting his ideas in
the book Psychosynthesis. And in turn, Assagioli’s
ideas were fundamental in the development of the
Hubers’ astrological psychology.
Art and symbolism play an important part
in Assagioli’s psychosynthesis, which relates
immediately back to the earlier work of Jung and
Rank.
Wilson concludes by saying that “nobody has
yet written the Principles of Psychology of the new

movement” that he has tried to outline in his book,
although perhaps that has since been done by such
as Ken Wilber. In conclusion, he does outline his
thoughts on a ‘phenomenology of mental health’.
Well worth reading, as is his later book Super
Consciousness!
An important feature is our own self-image – so we
might see the process of psychotherapy/consultation
as a process of encouraging the patient/client to seek
a suitable self-image – one that is consistent with the
highest level of self-esteem and creativity. A suitable
goal for an astrological consultation? [And of course
we begin with the ‘chart image’.]
¤¤¤¤¤

A Dangerous Method
A film by David Cronenberg
Starring Michael Fassbender (Jung),
Keira Knightley (Spielrein) and
Viggo Mortensen (Freud)
Produced in 2011, runtime 99
minutes
As described in the previous review, astrological
psychology is inextricably linked with psychology,
the ‘talking cure’ and its development in the 20th
century that culminated in the growth psychologies
of such as Maslow and Assagioli. A Dangerous
Method explores aspects of the relationship between
Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung, and thus aims to
provide some insight into the early stages of this
development.
In his review in The Observer, Philip French
characterises this “piercingly intelligent screenplay
about the friendship and professional association
between Jung and Freud in the early 20th century
and the roles in this relationship of two of their
analysands, Sabina Spielrein and Otto Gross”.
We begin with the recently married Jung
working at a hospital in Zurich in 1904 when a
deeply distressed Sabina, 18, was referred to him.
He decided to experiment with the "talking cure",
or psychoanalysis, then being used in Vienna by the
established but controversial Freud.
Fascinated by the highly intelligent Sabina, who
shows an aptitude for psychology, Jung corresponded
about her with Freud, who subsequently passed on to
him a deeply disturbed patient Otto Gross, himself
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a psychiatrist but also schizophrenic. "Never repress
anything," was Gross’s belief, and he acted as the
catalyst leading Jung into an unprofessional sexual
and sadomasochistic relationship with Sabina.
Jung’s friendship with Freud developed rapidly,
and Freud saw Jung as his natural heir. But over time
we see a gradual change in their relationship. Freud
cannot tolerate Jung’s interest in religion and the
occult and Jung cannot restrict himself to Freud’s
dogmas on sexuality, resulting in the inevitable split
and strained relations thereafter.
The film ends at the time of the first world
war, symbolically foreseen by Jung in his dreams.
Spielrein eventually returned to Russia and became a
celebrated psychologist, but became an early victim
of the Holocaust in the second world war.
A Dangerous Method manages to provide an
entertaining experience, while at the same time
educating and provoking our thinking. Well worth
watching.
See the trailer at http://adangerousmethodthemovie.com/trailer
¤¤¤¤¤

One might think that the result of such a synthesis
would be rather anodyne generalities. However
How to Live a Life of Compassion
Bloom makes a convincing case in identifying a set
and Personal Fulfilment
of common features and corresponding practices.
By William Bloom
For example, he identifies, and structures the
A modern approach to spirituality book around, three key behaviours that are at the
underlies the growth processes of heart of spirituality and are found in all traditions:
psychosynthesis and astrological
“Connection – sometimes, surely, your heart is
psychology. Indeed, Alice Bailey was a strong
touched and you connect with the wonder and
influence on Roberto Assagioli, Bruno Huber and
energy of life.
Dane Rudhyar. So astrological psychology is based
Reflection – sometimes already, you pause and reflect
on the idea that man is a spiritual being. The centre
on your life and actions, and ponder how to change
of the chart represents our spiritual essence.
and improve.
During the development of psychology in the
Service – and sometimes, of course, you have a clear
20th century the word spiritual was avoided by
sense of what is right and what is wrong, and you act
those such as Roberto Assagioli who wanted to
so as to do good for others.”
retain a professional credibility. And terms such as
Bloom also identifies four core skills which are
transpersonal were used instead. A residue of this
remains in the Hubers’ use of the term transpersonal relevant and supportive regardless of individual
approach, being able to:
planets.
In the period roughly from around the 1960s a
“pause and be mindful;
modern spirituality has emerged, moving beyond
relax, centre and ground in your body;
the dogma- and organisation-bound traditional
observe what is happening in a kind and goodreligions. There is a sort of democratisation process
humoured way; and
where individuals take responsibility for their own
spiritual development rather than needing to be
yield to the feeling of connection”
channeled through a priestly hierarchy.
There is much psychological insight to be found
William Bloom has
in the book, including descriptions of the antics of
played
a
significant
our so-called monkey-mind.
role in this emergence,
Specific mention is made of one of the fathers
notably as a leading light
of the counselling and psychotherapy movement,
of Alternatives at St James
Carl Rogers, who will be familiar to most Diploma
Piccadilly, where I first
Course students. In particular, he endorses Rogers’
came across him. Bloom
three core behaviours for successful counselling:
seemed a bit ‘happy
“unconditional positive regard: always see the best
clappy’, but a very cool
William Bloom
in someone
character (in the modern
sense of the word). His
empathic understanding: listen with complete
work meant that Bloom met many leading spiritual
attention and all your senses
practitioners, so he has a wide experience of different
congruence: be authentic, real and honest; be true
approaches to religion and spirituality in the broadest
to yourself ”
sense.
It is for the individual reader to establish whether
There are many books on aspects of this new
approach to spirituality, but William Bloom in this Bloom’s approach is effective for themselves, or
book embarks on the task of distilling the essence whether it is indeed over-simplistic.
This book provides a valuable addition to the
that underlies most of the modern and traditional
approaches, coming up with something that literature in this area, and a useful complement to
begins to outline the emerging modern approach astrological psychology.
It could be life changing for some.
to spirituality that moves beyond the dogmas and
schisms of the many religions and paths and yet
¤¤¤¤¤
is followed in essence by great numbers of people
across the world.

The Power of Modern Spirituality:
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Queen Elizabeth’s Jubilee
Can you see in these charts any common features or relationships between members of the royal
bloodline?
King George VI

14.12.1895, 03:05, Sandringham

Qeen Elizabeth II
21.04.1926, 02:40, London

Prince Charles
14.11.1948, 21:14, London

Prince William

21.06.1982, 21:03, London
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